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spectrophotometer equipped with a 6 cell peltier element (PAC-743R).
S2 -Spreading time

S2 -Surface pressure decrease
Figure S 2: Isotherms measured 15 min and 85 min after spreading confirming that 15 min are sufficient for solvent evaporation after spreading.
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S3 -Surface pressure drop
Figure S3: Surface pressure decrease of a dU11 film at the air/water interface at constant surface area. The grey bar marks the first minute after stopping the barriers. After 4.2 min the barriers were expanded, thus the pressure drops subsequently.
A dU11 film was compressed up to a surface pressure π of 40 mN/m and then the molecular area was kept constant by stopping the barriers ( Figure S3 ). We measured a pressure decrease of 20% within the first minute after stopping the barriers. The pressure drop at 4.3 min corresponds to the expansion of the barriers after keeping the surface area constant. Figure S4 : Sketch of the size estimation for the dU11 molecule in liquid.
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